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 62 
 63 
Abstract 64 

Objective: The evidence is mixed on whether cannabis use is associated with a 65 

particular symptomatology in first episode psychosis (FEP) patients.  66 

The authors set out to investigate a) patterns of association between cannabis use 67 

and transdiagnostic symptom dimensions; b) whether the extent of use of cannabis 68 

contributes to the variation in clinical and subclinical symptom profiles. 69 

Method: The authors analysed data from 901 patients and 1235 controls recruited 70 

across six countries, as part of the European Network of National Schizophrenia 71 
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 3 

Networks Studying Gene-Environment Interactions (EU-GEI) study. Item response 72 

modelling was used to estimate two bifactor models, which included general and 73 

specific dimensions of psychotic symptoms in patients and psychotic experiences in 74 

controls. The associations between these dimensions and cannabis use was evaluated 75 

using linear mixed effects models analyses. 76 

Results: In patients, there was a linear relationship between the positive symptom 77 

dimension and the extent of lifetime exposure to cannabis, with daily users of high 78 

potency cannabis having the highest score (B=0.35; 95%CI 0.14 to 0.56). Moreover, 79 

negative symptoms were more common among patients who never used cannabis 80 

compared with those with any pattern of use (B=-0.27; 95%CI -0.42 to -0.12). 81 

In controls, psychotic experiences were associated with current use of cannabis but 82 

not with the extent of lifetime use.  83 

Neither patients nor controls presented differences in the depressive dimension 84 

related to cannabis use. 85 

Conclusions: The extent of use of cannabis explains part of the heterogeneous 86 

distribution of positive and negative symptoms of FEP patients. 87 

 88 

 89 

 90 

Introduction 91 

There is compelling evidence to suggest an association between cannabis use and 92 

psychotic disorders, with highest risk among those using high potency cannabis on a 93 

daily basis (1). However, how cannabis use affects the symptoms psychotic patients 94 

present with remains unclear.  95 

The existence of psychotic symptomatology particularly associated with cannabis use 96 

has been historically described in several case series (2-5). Nevertheless, case and 97 

cohort studies have found mixed results as to whether (6-11) or not (12-15) psychotic 98 

patients using cannabis present with more positive symptoms than those not using 99 

cannabis. Moreover, there is limited and mixed evidence of any relationship between 100 

cannabis use and negative symptoms in psychosis. Some reports suggest fewer 101 

negative symptoms in psychotic patients that use of cannabis (16, 17), which is 102 

consistent with having enough social skills to obtain the substance. However, this 103 

association has not been confirmed in other studies (7, 8) and others even reported a 104 

positive association (9). 105 
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 4 

These inconsistencies might be explained by differences in study design and 106 

methods. For example, only a few findings were based on first episode psychosis 107 

(FEP) patients (7, 8, 10), which allows one to reduce selection and recall bias, set a 108 

common time point and minimise the confounding effect of antipsychotic drugs on 109 

symptoms. In addition, a metanalysis of longitudinal studies concluded that most 110 

results lacked sufficient power to detect an effect of cannabis on symptoms, or 111 

inadequately controlled for potential confounders (18). Furthermore, although a few 112 

studies have information on frequency of use, all failed to obtain detailed 113 

information on the lifetime pattern of cannabis use, especially on the type and 114 

strength of cannabis used. Of note, potent cannabis varieties, with high 115 

concentrations of Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol (Δ9-THC), have been associated 116 

with the most harm to mental health (19, 20) and, in recent years, they have become 117 

more available worldwide (21, 22). Finally, although the use of a symptom-based 118 

approach would be an essential requirement for understanding to what extent 119 

environmental factors influence the clinical heterogeneity of psychosis (23), no 120 

studies have investigated how cannabis use is related to different psychotic symptom 121 

dimensions. 122 

On the other hand, in the general population there are consistent findings regarding 123 

the association between cannabis use and subthreshold psychotic symptoms (24). 124 

However, most studies presented bias in the selection of non-psychotic population, 125 

and all had limited geographical coverage (24). 126 

In this study, we set out to clarify the association between detailed patterns of 127 

cannabis use and transdiagnostic symptom dimensions in a large multinational FEP 128 

sample. 129 

In addition, we examine the association between detailed patterns of cannabis use 130 

and subclinical symptom dimensions in a large sample of controls, that are 131 

representative of the population at risk in each catchment area. 132 

Specifically, we sought to test the hypotheses that: (1) positive psychotic symptoms 133 

are more common among FEP patients with more frequent lifetime use of cannabis 134 

and greater exposure to use of high potency varieties; (2) positive psychotic 135 

experiences are more common in population controls with a recent use of cannabis; 136 

(3) negative symptoms are more common among those patients who have never used 137 

cannabis. 138 

 139 
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 140 

 141 

 142 

Methods 143 

Study design and participants 144 

This analysis is based on data from the incidence and case-control study work 145 

package of the EUropean network of national schizophrenia networks studying 146 

Gene-Environment Interactions (EU-GEI). 147 

FEP individuals were identified between 2010 and 2015 across six countries to 148 

examine incidence rates of schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders (25), and 149 

symptomatology at psychosis onset (23). For examining risk factors, we sought to 150 

perform an extensive assessment on approximately 1,000 FEP patients and 1,000 151 

population-based controls during the same time period. 152 

Patients were included in the case-control study if they met the following criteria 153 

during the recruitment period: (a) aged between 18 and 64 years; (b) presentation 154 

with a clinical diagnosis for an untreated FEP, even if longstanding [International 155 

Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision 156 

(ICD-10) codes F20-F33]; (c) resident within the catchment area. Exclusion criteria 157 

were: (a) previous contact with psychiatric services for psychosis; (b) psychotic 158 

symptoms with any evidence of organic causation; and (c) transient psychotic 159 

symptoms resulting from acute intoxication (ICD-10: F1x.5).  160 

The recruitment of controls followed a mixture of random and quota sampling 161 

methods, in order to achieve the best possible representativeness in age, sex, and 162 

ethnicity of the population living in each catchment area. The identification process 163 

varied by site and was based on locally available sampling frames, including mostly 164 

the use of lists of all postal addresses and general practitioners’ lists from randomly 165 

selected surgeries. When these resources were not fully available, internet and 166 

newspapers advertising were used to fill quotas. Exclusion criteria for controls were: 167 

(a) diagnosis of a psychotic disorder; (b) ever having been treated for psychotic 168 

symptoms. 169 

We analysed data from eleven catchment areas, including urban and less urban 170 

populations (i.e. Southeast London, Cambridgeshire and Peterborough (England); 171 

central Amsterdam, Gouda and Voorhout (the Netherlands); Bologna municipality, 172 

city of Palermo (Italy); Paris [Val-de-Marne], Puy-de-Dôme (France); Madrid 173 
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[Vallecas], Barcelona (Spain); and Ribeirão Preto (Brazil) (23). Further information 174 

on the case-control sample and the recruitment strategies is included in the 175 

supplementary material. 176 

 177 

Measures 178 

Data on age, sex, and ethnicity was collected using a modified version of the Medical 179 

Research Council Sociodemographic Schedule (26). The OPerational CRITeria 180 

(OPCRIT) system (27) was used by centrally trained investigators, whose reliability 181 

was assessed before and throughout the study (k=0.7), to assess psychopathology 182 

and generate research-based diagnoses based on different diagnostic classification 183 

systems. The Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPE) (28) was 184 

administered to controls to self-report their psychotic experiences. The reliability of 185 

the CAPE is good for all the languages spoken in the countries forming part of the 186 

EU-GEI study (http://cape42.homestead.com). 187 

A modified version of the Cannabis Experience Questionnaire (CEQEU-GEI) (29) was 188 

used to collect extensive information on the patterns of use of cannabis and other 189 

drugs. Based on our EU-GEI paper on cannabis (30) we included six measures of 190 

cannabis use (Supplementary Table S2), along with a variable measuring specific 191 

patterns of cannabis exposure by combining the frequency of use with the potency of 192 

cannabis. As illustrated in the supplementary material, the cannabis potency variable 193 

was based on the data published in the EMCDDA 2016 (31, 32).  194 

We selected confounders based on their possible association with cannabis use 195 

and/or symptom dimensions. These included: sex; age; ethnicity; use of stimulants, 196 

hallucinogens, ketamine, cocaine, crack, and novel psychoactive substances (current 197 

use no=0; yes=1); current use of cigarettes (no use or smoking less than 10 cigarettes 198 

per day=0; smoking 10 cigarettes or more per day=1), and current use of alcohol 199 

(drinking less than 10 units per week= 0; drinking more than 10 alcohol units per 200 

week=1).  201 

Statistical analysis 202 

Dimensions of psychotic symptoms in patients and psychotic experiences 203 

in controls 204 

Data from OPCRIT and CAPE were analysed using multidimensional item response 205 

modelling in Mplus, version 7.4 (33), to estimate two bifactor models, based on the 206 

associations among observer ratings of psychotic symptoms in patients and self-207 
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 7 

ratings of psychotic experiences in controls. This methodology is described in full in 208 

our EU-GEI paper on symptom dimensions in FEP patients (30), and it was likewise 209 

applied to psychotic experiences in population controls. Briefly, CAPE items were 210 

dichotomized as 0 ‘absent’ or 1 ‘present’. In order to ensure sufficient covariance 211 

coverage for item response modelling, we used items with a valid frequency of 212 

‘present’ ≥10% in our sample, and we excluded those items with low correlation 213 

values (<.3) based on the examination of the item correlation matrix. Data used in 214 

the analysis contained missing values, which we assumed to be missing at random, 215 

allowing for the maximum likelihood estimator to provide unbiased estimates. As in 216 

the previous analysis in patients, the bifactor solution was compared with other 217 

solutions (i.e., unidimensional, multidimensional, and hierarchical models) using 218 

Log-Likelihood (LL), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information 219 

Criterion (BIC), and Sample-size Adjusted BIC (SABIC) as model fit statistics. Path 220 

diagrams that illustrate these models are presented in Supplementary Figure S1. 221 

Reliability and strength indices such as McDonald’s omega (ω) (34), omega 222 

hierarchical (ωH) (34), and index H (35), were computed to determine: 1) the 223 

proportion of common variance accounted by general and specific symptom 224 

dimensions; 2) the proportion of reliable variance accounted by the general 225 

dimension not unduly affected by the specific dimensions; 3) the proportion of 226 

reliable variance accounted for by each specific dimension not unduly affected by the 227 

general and all the other specific dimensions; 4) the overall reliability and 228 

replicability of the bifactor construct of psychosis-like experiences. Finally, we 229 

generated factor scores for one general psychotic experience dimension and three 230 

specific dimensions of positive, negative, and depressive psychotic experiences. 231 

For patients, we used the previously generated factor scores for one general 232 

psychosis dimension and five specific dimensions of positive, negative, disorganised, 233 

manic, and depressive symptoms (23). 234 

  235 

Symptom dimensions and cannabis use 236 

We evaluated the relationship between psychotic symptom dimensions in patients, 237 

or psychotic experience dimensions in controls, and cannabis use using linear mixed 238 

effects models in STATA 14. We specifically modelled symptom dimension scores as 239 

a function of each of the six measures of cannabis use. We then evaluated the 240 

combined effect of frequency of use and potency of cannabis. To account for the non-241 
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independence of symptom profiles of subjects assessed within the same country (for 242 

example, due to cultural similarities), and for the potential within-site correlation 243 

(for example, due to context factors), we fitted a three-level mixed model, where the 244 

random effect encompassed a double level of random intercepts: one due to the 245 

countries, and another due to the sites within the countries.  246 

We conducted a sensitivity analysis to estimate an additional bifactor model based 247 

on the distress elicited by the psychotic experiences. This aimed to rule out the 248 

possibility in controls that 1) positive psychotic experiences were no distressing if 249 

associated to cannabis use, and 2) self-rating of positive psychotic experiences was 250 

influenced by contextual or cultural factors. We therefore confirmed our findings 251 

further adjusting the linear mixed effects models for the distress factor scores. 252 

 253 

Results 254 

Sample characteristics 255 

We analysed data from 901 FEP patients and 1,235 controls. Main Socio-256 

demographic characteristics and history of substance misuse of patients and controls 257 

are presented in Supplementary Table S1. Supplementary Tables S3.1 and S3.2 show 258 

the sample prevalence of psychotic experiences in controls and of psychotic 259 

symptoms in patients. 260 

 261 

Bifactor model of psychotic experiences in controls 262 

Table 1 shows that, similar to our previous analysis of the OPCRIT items (23), the 263 

bifactor model provided the best fit for the CAPE items, as illustrated by AIC, BIC 264 

and SABIC substantially lower compared with competing models. This solution 265 

explained 60% of the unique variance. In addition, Figure 1 shows that, within the 266 

bifactor model, the explained variance was due to individual differences mostly on 267 

the general psychotic experience dimension. This is illustrated by the relative omega 268 

coefficient, which, for example, showed that 85% of the reliable variance was due to 269 

the general dimension when partitioning out the variability in scores due to the 270 

specific dimensions. Moreover, factor loadings of moderate to high magnitude were 271 

observed for most items on the general psychotic experience dimension, whereas 272 

factor loadings of a smaller magnitude were observed for the specific dimensions 273 

(Figure 1). Consistently, the index H, which is a measure of the construct reliability 274 

and replicability across studies (35), was very high for the general dimension (0.92), 275 
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moderate for positive (0.78) and negative (0.71) dimensions and lower for the 276 

depressive dimension (0.41).  277 

 278 

Table 1. Model fit statistics of unidimensional, multidimensional, bifactor, second-order models for 279 
psychotic symptoms and psychotic experiences 280 
 281 

CAPE (CONTROLS)  

 Full information fit statisticsa 

 LL AIC BIC SABIC 

A - Unidimensional Model -23638 47397 47715 47524 

B - Multidimensional Model (five uncorrelated factors) -23844 47808 48126 47936 

C - Multidimensional Model (five correlated factors) -23341 46808 47142 46942 

D - Bifactor Model (one general factor and five 
specific uncorrelated factors) 

-23139 46458 46935 46649 

E - Hierarchical Model (five first-order specific correlated 
factors and one second order general factor) 

-23341 46807 47135 46938 

 

OPCRIT (PATIENTS) 

 Full information fit statisticsa 

 LL AIC BIC SABIC 

A - Unidimensional Model -29965 60126 60618 60306 

B - Multidimensional Model (five uncorrelated factors) -28070 56335 56826 56515 

C - Multidimensional Model (five correlated factors) -27894 56004 56546 56202 

D - Bifactor Model (one general factor and five 
specific uncorrelated factors) 

-27597 55489 56226 55759 

E - Hierarchical Model (five first-order specific correlated 
factors and one second order general factor) 

-27995 56197 56713 56386 

 282 
LL, log-likelihood; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion; SABIC 283 
Sample-size Adjusted Bayesian Information Criterion 284 
A difference of 10 in AIC, BIC and SABIC is considered important. Lower values indicate a statistically 285 
better model fit (best values across models are indicated in bold). 286 
 287 

Figure 1. Bifactor model of psychotic experiences in controls 288 
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 289 
 290 
(�) Observed variables (No. of CAPE items); (�) Unobserved variables (latent factors); (�) 291 
standardized item loading estimation onto latent factors; G, general psychosis-like factor; Specific 292 
psychotic experiences factors: DEP, Depression; NEG, Negative; POS, Positive. Reliability and 293 
strenght estimates: H=construct reliability index; ω= McDonald omega; ωH=hierarchical omega; 294 
ω/ωH= Relative omega.  295 
Explanatory note: McDonald‘s ω is an estimate of the proportion of the common variance accounted 296 
by general and specific symptom dimensions.(34) 297 
Relative omega (ω/ωh) is the amount of reliable variance explained in the observed scores attributable 298 
to a) the general factor independently from the specific symptom dimensions, and 2) each specific 299 
symptom dimension independently from the general factor. 300 
H is an index of the quality of the measurement model based on the set of CAPE items for each 301 
dimension.(35) Indices can range from 0 to 1, with values closer to 1 indicating a better construct 302 
reliability and replicability across studies. 303 
 304 
 305 

Symptom dimensions in patients by lifetime cannabis use, current 306 

cannabis use, age at first use, and money spent on cannabis 307 

Models’ results are presented in Table 2.1 which shows that: 308 

1) There were no differences in the distribution of positive symptoms according to 309 

ever use of cannabis or early age at first use (=<15 years old). However, positive 310 

symptoms were more common among patients who currently used cannabis 311 

(B=0.22; 95%CI 0.04 to 0.4; p=0.016) and who spent more than 20 euros per week 312 

on cannabis (B=0.35; 95%CI 0.14 to 0.55; p=0.001). 313 
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2) Fewer negative symptoms were observed among those patients who used cannabis 314 

at least once compared with those who never tried (B=-0.27; 95%CI -0.42 to -0.12; 315 

p<0.001). Early age at first use and current use of cannabis was not associated with 316 

negative symptomatology. 317 

3) Manic symptoms were more frequent among patients who had either ever use 318 

(B=0.31; 95%CI 0.14 to 0.47; p<0.001) or current use of cannabis (B=0.19; 95%CI 319 

0.01 to 0.36; p=0.035). 320 

4) There were no differences in the distribution of the scores on the depressive and 321 

general psychosis dimensions according to any measure of cannabis use. 322 

 323 

Table 2.1 Symptom dimensions in FEP patients by measures of cannabis usea 324 

Model 
Ever used 
cannabis 

B (95% CI) 

Current use 
of cannabis 
B (95% CI) 

Age at first use 
of cannabis 
B (95% CI) 

Money used for 
cannabis 

B (95% CI) 
 

Positive symptom 
dimension 

0.14 
(-0.04 to 0.31) 

0.22* 
(0.04 to 0.4) 

0.08 
(-0.11 to 0.26) 

0.35** 
(0.14 to 0.55) 

 

Negative symptom 
dimension 

-0.27*** 
(-0.42 to -0.12) 

-0.09 
(-0.26 to 

0.07) 

0.13 
(-0.03 to 0.29) 

0.03 
(-0.16 to 0.22) 

 

Depressive symptom 
dimension 

-0.08 
(-0.24 to 0.08) 

-0.08 
(-0.25 to 

0.09) 

-0.11 
(-0.25 to 0.02) 

-0.11 
(-0.29 to 0.06) 

 

Disorganization 
symptom dimension 

-0.04 
(-0.2 to 0.13) 

0.08 
(-0.09 to 

0.25) 

0.17 
(-0.01 to 0.35) 

0.2* 
(0.01 to 0.39) 

 

Manic symptom 
dimension 

0.31*** 
(0.14 to 0.47) 

0.19* 
(0.01 to 

0.36) 

-0.09 
(-0.25 to 0.07) 

0.07 
(-0.13 to 0.26) 

 
General 

psychosis factor 
0.06 

(-0.07 to 0.19) 
0.03 

(-0.1 to 0.17) 
-0.01 

(-0.12 to 0.15) 
0.05 

(-0.1 to 0.21) 

aAll models were adjusted for age, sex, ethnicity, use of any other recreational/illicit substances and 325 
tobacco. Models were random-intercept models that included two random effects to allow 326 
symptomatology to vary across countries and across sites within countries but assumed that 327 
individual-level exposure to cannabis had a fixed effect across the entire sample. 328 
Significance: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 329 
 330 

Psychotic experiences’ dimensions in population controls by lifetime 331 

cannabis use, current cannabis use, age at first use, and money spent on 332 

cannabis 333 

Models’ results are presented in Table 2.2, which shows that: 334 
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1) There were no differences in the distribution of positive psychotic experiences 335 

according to ever use of cannabis or early age at first use (=<15 years old). However, 336 

positive psychotic experiences were more commonly self-reported by subjects who 337 

currently used cannabis (B=0.19; 95%CI 0.01 to 0.37; p=0.037) and who spent more 338 

than 20 euros per week on cannabis (B=0.31; 95%CI 0.01 to 0.6; p=0.044).  339 

2) There were no differences in the distribution of the depressive and negative 340 

experiences in population controls according to cannabis use. 341 

3) The general psychotic experience dimension was associated with current use of 342 

cannabis (B=0.21; 95%CI 0.04 to 0.41; p=0.03). 343 

 344 

Table 2.2 Psychotic experience dimensions in controls by cannabis usea 345 

Model 
Ever used 
cannabis 

B (95% CI) 

Current use 
of cannabis 
B (95% CI) 

Age at first use 
of cannabis 
B (95% CI) 

Money used for 
cannabis 

B (95% CI) 
 

Positive psychotic 
experience dimension 

-0.03 
(-0.15 to 0.09) 

0.19* 
(0.01 to 0.37) 

0.13 
(-0.05 to 0.32) 

0.31* 
(0.01 to 0.6) 

 

Negative experience 
dimension 

-0.05 
(-0.18 to 0.08) 

-0.02 
(-0.21 to 

0.18) 

-0.06 
(-0.25 to 0.13) 

-0.29 
(-0.61 to 0.02) 

 

Depressive 
experience dimension 

-0.01 
(-0.13 to 0.11) 

0.01 
(-0.19 to 

0.20) 

-0.04 
(-0.15 to 0.22) 

-0.01 
(-0.31 to 0.33) 

 

General 
psychotic experience 

0.1 
(-0.02 to 0.22) 

0.21* 
(0.02 to 

0.41) 

-0.03 
(-0.22 to 0.15) 

0.16 
(-0.16 to 0.48) 

aAll models were adjusted for age, sex, ethnicity, use of any other recreational/illicit substances and 346 
tobacco. Models were random-intercept models that included two random effects to allow 347 
symptomatology to vary across countries and across sites within countries but assumed that 348 
individual-level exposure to cannabis had a fixed effect across the entire sample. 349 
Significance: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 350 
 351 

 352 

Symptom dimensions by lifetime pattern of cannabis use 353 

Preliminary analysis testing independently the effects of frequency of use and 354 

potency of cannabis showed that, only in patients, positive symptoms were more 355 

common in those who used cannabis on a daily basis or exposed to high potency 356 

varieties (Supplementary Figure S2, Supplementary Table S4.1). 357 

Testing the combined ‘type-frequency’ variable in patients, we found evidence of a 358 

linear relationship between the positive symptom dimension and the extent of 359 

exposure to cannabis, with daily users of high potency cannabis showing the highest 360 
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score (B=0.35; 95%CI 0.14 to 0.56; p=0.001). Therefore, we introduced a contrast 361 

operator and plot the exposure-response relationship for positive symptoms (Figure 362 

2), by comparing the predictive margins of the adjusted mean of each group against 363 

the grand adjusted mean of all groups. Figure 2 shows that the adjusted mean for 364 

daily users of high potency cannabis was 0.15 units greater than the grand adjusted 365 

mean. Moreover, the adjusted means for the groups who never or rarely used 366 

cannabis were respectively 0.13 or 0.14 units lower than the grand adjusted mean. 367 

A negative relationship between the negative symptom dimension score and patterns 368 

of cannabis use was also observed in patients. Figure 3 shows that patients with 369 

psychosis who never used cannabis had more negative symptoms either compared 370 

with the grand adjusted mean or with any pattern of cannabis use. 371 

 372 

Figure 2. Positive symptom dimension in FEP patients by patterns of cannabis use. 373 

 374 
Figure 2 shows the contrasts of the positive symptom dimension predicted mean of each group against 375 
the predicted grand mean of all groups. Values were adjusted for age, sex, ethnicity, current use of 376 
other recreational and illicit substances (such as stimulants, hallucinogens, cocaine, crack, novel 377 
psychoactive substances) and tobacco. The model was a random intercept model which allowed 378 
symptoms to vary across countries and sites within countries but assumed frequency of use and type 379 
of cannabis had an individual fixed effect. The positive value for the contrast of the daily use of high 380 
potency cannabis indicates more positive symptomatology in this group. On the other hand, negative 381 
values for the contrasts of the first two groups indicates less positive symptomatology when there is 382 
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less exposure to cannabis. These differences are statistically significant, as indicated by 95% 383 
confidence intervals that do not overlap with zero. 384 
 385 
 386 

Figure 3. Negative symptom dimension by patterns of cannabis use. 387 

 388 
 389 

Figure 3 shows the contrasts of the negative symptom dimension predicted mean of each group 390 

against the grand adjusted predicted mean (represented by the red line). Subjects who had never used 391 

cannabis presented with more negative symptoms compared to the whole sample. Values are adjusted 392 

for age, sex, ethnicity, current use of other recreational and illicit substances and tobacco. The model 393 

was a random intercept model which allowed symptoms to vary across countries and sites within 394 

countries, but it assumed that frequency of use and type of cannabis had an individual fixed effect.  395 

 396 
  397 
 398 

 399 

Discussion 400 

Principal findings 401 

This is the first multinational study exploring the dose effect of cannabis use on 402 

dimensions of symptom in FEP patients, and on dimensions of psychotic experiences 403 

in population controls. Our findings indicate that: 1) in patients, a positive 404 
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correlation exists between the extent of premorbid cannabis use and the score at the 405 

positive symptom dimension, with daily users of high potency cannabis showing the 406 

worst symptomatology at FEP; 2) psychotic experiences in non-clinical populations 407 

is associated with current use of cannabis but is independent of the extent of lifetime 408 

exposure to cannabis; 3) negative symptoms at FEP are more common in patients 409 

who have never tried cannabis; 4) depressive symptoms are independent of any 410 

pattern of use of cannabis.  411 

 412 

Limitations 413 

Our findings must be considered in the context of three main limitations. First, 414 

individual data on patterns of cannabis use are not validated with biological samples. 415 

However, such methods would not allow one to ascertain the extent of cannabis use 416 

over the years (36). Moreover, studies combining self-report and laboratory data 417 

support the reliability of subjects in reporting the type of cannabis they use (37, 38). 418 

Second, we did not take into account the cannabidiol (CBD) contribution to the 419 

potency variable, as official data on its content in the different cannabis varieties 420 

were not available in most study sites. Indeed, CBD might counterbalance Δ9-THC 421 

effects and minimise both psychotic experiences (39) and positive psychotic 422 

symptoms (40). Third, it could be argued that self-report checklists for subclinical 423 

symptoms, such as the CAPE, might yield false positive rates, as the interpretation 424 

and rating of the experiences might be subject to contextual or cultural factors in 425 

individuals without a psychiatric history (41). However, our findings are confirmed 426 

even after adjusting the analyses for the distress elicited by psychotic experiences, 427 

which is less subject to misinterpretation (42). 428 

 429 

Comparison with previous research 430 

We extend previous research on cannabis and psychotic symptoms to a multinational 431 

sample confirming the association between cannabis use and positive symptoms of 432 

FEP (8, 9). Our results are in line with Schoeler et al. (2016), who carefully 433 

scrutinised the literature on the effect of continuation of cannabis use after FEP, 434 

concluding that this would be associated with a more severe positive 435 

symptomatology (43). That said, any comparison with previous research is limited by 436 

the lack of information on frequency and potency in all the previous studies along 437 

with subjects’ exposure to more potent varieties of cannabis over recent years (22). 438 
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In this respect, we firstly provide some evidence that cannabis affects positive 439 

symptoms in a dose response manner, further supporting the converging 440 

epidemiological and experimental evidence that the use of cannabis with high 441 

content of Δ9-THC has a more detrimental effect than other varieties (20, 29, 44). 442 

 443 

We also report evidence in a multinational FEP sample of an association between 444 

lifetime cannabis use and fewer negative symptoms, the latter often considered as a 445 

marker of greater neurodevelopmental impairment in psychotic subjects. Indeed, our 446 

findings are consistent with the hypothesis that psychotic disorders could differ in 447 

their degree of neurodevelopmental impairment, thus being characterized, for 448 

example, by less neurodevelopmental features when associated with cannabis use 449 

(45). Support for this hypothesis is provided by evidence that additional markers 450 

suggestive of neurodevelopmental impairment in psychotic disorders tend to be 451 

uncommon in cannabis-associated psychosis (45). 452 

On the other hand, some authors have suggested that people with a psychotic 453 

disorder might use cannabis as an attempt to self-medicate negative symptoms, thus 454 

the observed reduction in negative symptomatology would be an epiphenomenon 455 

due to the cannabis intake itself (16). In principle, this possibility is unlikely since a 456 

prominent negative symptom is reduction of social and instrumental skills, which are 457 

necessary to obtain cannabis and sustain its use over time. Further, our analysis 458 

indicates a lack of a dose-response relationship between cannabis use and the 459 

negative symptom dimension score, suggesting that the difference holds between 460 

those who never tried cannabis and those who may have used it only once. Finally, it 461 

could be argued that psychotic people use cannabis to self-medicate depressive 462 

symptoms, as opposed to negative symptoms. Again, this explanation is not 463 

supported by our study, which  differentiates negative and depressive dimensions to 464 

disprove the relationship between depressive symptomatology and cannabis use.  465 

Last, we report that the cumulative exposure to cannabis does not impact on 466 

psychotic experiences in controls. One could of course argue that the largest 467 

proportion of subjects with the harmful pattern of cannabis use were patients. 468 

However, further research is needed to look into plausible mechanisms of resilience 469 

to the psychotogenic effect of cannabis as observed in our controls, who report 470 

psychotic experiences if current users but do not seem to accumulate a risk over life 471 

time cannabis use and develop psychotic disorders.  Indeed, future studies should 472 
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aim to investigate if and how genetic factors, plausibly regulating the dopamine 473 

system, interact with cannabis use in shaping the quality of symptomatology.  474 

 475 

Implications 476 

In this multinational study, we show that the pattern of use of cannabis explains part 477 

of the heterogeneity in positive and negative symptom dimensions at first episode 478 

psychosis. Further research should aim to determine biological mechanisms 479 

underlying how cannabis impacts on different clinical manifestations of psychosis. 480 

Meanwhile, translating current findings into clinical practice, symptom dimensions 481 

are useful to stratify patients and develop and implement secondary and tertiary 482 

prevention schemes for cannabis-associated psychosis. Treatment plans should 483 

integrate harm reduction and cannabis use cessation strategies, combined with 484 

possibly better tailored treatment strategies such as the adjunct to conventional 485 

pharmacological treatment of cannabidiol (40). 486 

 487 
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